
praise you in the storm 

On Wednesday, May 15th a tornado hit the city of Granbury, TX 
at just 12 minutes from Glen Rose where we live and Cleburne, 
TX, where we have family. As we retuned home we were hearing 
about the devastation and the stories from members of Granbury 
Baptist church, one of our supporting churches.  During that time 
we heard that Josiah, the worship pastor at Glen Rose Baptist 
Church had lost his home but his wife and two little girls were 

well.  On Sunday we visited Glen Rose Baptist and we were able to meet Josiah and his 
family.  Not only that but he lead one of the most powerful worship services we’ve attended.  We praised God with a 
picture of Josiah’s house destroyed as a Powerpoint background reminding us that even in the midst of the storm we can 
still praise our God. Later I was told that the pastor gave Josiah a chance not to lead worship and to take care of whatever 
he needed to do but Josiah’s reply was “I cannot wait to be there at church worshiping God with everyone”.  

Thoughts from Titus 1:5 

I have been thinking on the first part of this verse lately.  When Paul approaches Titus in verse 5 the first request for Titus 
is to place things in order.  In other words, it is like Paul is saying,  look for the deficiencies that are taking place in your 
life and work on them.  A deficiency is a lack of something.  Through the reading of this passage I have been praying that 
the Lord will clearly show me those areas I need to improve in my life. Asking the Lord such things requires an attitude 
that cries out to Him asking to perform the work that is needed in our lives so we can grow as believers and so we can 
become more profitable for His work. 
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Deputation: an amazing journey!     
In the last 9 weeks we’ve been in ten different states presenting our field in several churches. The majority of these 
churches have come forward expressing their desire to partner with us as supporting churches.  God is good!  Yes, we 
are a little tired from driving more than 9000 miles but it has been a great time getting to know many individuals that 
are going to be lifelong friends and co-laborers while we strive to reach this world for Christ.   

The VAN PROJECT 
After driving through ten states in 9 weeks we've reached 193,000 miles with our van.  
We are thankful for a faithful vehicle but we know that we will need a  
lower mileage vehicle to take to the field. 
Have you considered a one time gift towards "The Van Project?"  
We are receiving donations through the BBFI Missions website.  
Remember to specify in the memo "VAN." 
Thanks for helping us raise the funds for this vital tool! 


